
 q cuisine: with HOME COOK HYLTON 
There comes a time in everyone’s life when you have to stop and take stock!
One of the first things I learnt to cook once I left home was chicken stock. Hearty, tasty 
and a million times better than the stuff that comes out of a carton or a stock cube. 
Stocks are easy too, and can be frozen and defrosted at a moment's notice for those 
very welcome, yet unexpected, dinner guests. 

All you need to make stock is fresh (sometimes not too fresh) ingredients, a pot and some water. 

Your stocks will always include vegies such as carrots, onions and celery, and anything else you have sitting around in the fridge. 
Celery getting a bit too old and droopy? Worry not! Stock is the best use of vegies you think may be beyond their prime, and the 
perfect opportunity to use the top leafy bits of celery you would usually throw out. Also, leave the skin on your onions, they add 
marvellous rich colour. 

Also, although they form an important staple in many dishes, avoid vegetables with high levels of starch, like potatoes and sweet 
potatoes. I always keep a few suedes in the crisper for when I need to flesh out a vegetable stock with a little bit more variety. 

"So, do I use a whole chicken when making chicken stock?", I hear you ask. Based on a lot of online recipes, some people do, but 
all you need to make a nice chicken or beef stock is BONES. A few chicken carcasses from your local market or butcher, or you 
can use a carcass from a recent roast chicken as your base. Also, when making beef stock, get your butcher to slice your bones 
lengthways, and across, to ensure they'll fit in your pot/pressure cooker. 

Chicken carcasses are fine to use as they are, but I always like to roast my beef bones in a 200°C oven for about 45-60 minutes 
before adding them to a stock. 

So, long story short, roughly chop your vegies into manageable pieces, add your bones (if making a meat stock), some whole 
peppercorns and a bay leaf or two and cover with water. I usually use two of everything when making a stock: two carcasses, two 
carrots, two celery stalks and two onions. As you may have noticed, most of my recipes can be expanded if you want to make more. 
One final note, don't add salt to your stocks. You may find yourself making an Asian chicken soup using soy sauce, and in that case, 
less is more, you don't want an overly salty dish. 



Set your pot on the stove, bring to the boil and then transfer to your smallest burner, on the lowest heat and leave to cook. If cooking 
on a stove, I usually leave my stock on overnight, roughly 12-16 hours, however if you're using a pressure cooker, 1-3 hours is 
plenty. 

Once your stock is done, remove the bigger pieces with a slotted spoon, and strain the rest through a very fine sieve, or a colander 
lined with muslin, into a pot or container, and place, on a corkboard or heat cloth, in your fridge. Depending on how cold you keep 
your fridge, remove the stock after a day or two, and, using a slotted spoon, skim the hardened fat from the top and discard. 
Hey presto, you have a lovely fresh, low fat stock to portion out, freeze and defrost as needed - and look, only one pot to clean. 
Marvellous!

Another flavour 
combo I like to 
have in my arsenal, 
ready to use at a 
moment's notice, 
is a stock-standard 
stir/fry sauce. A 
stir-fry can be fairly 
prep-heavy at the 
best of times, so I 
keep it in a jar in 
the fridge, and give 
it a good shake a 
couple of times a 
week, just to make 
sure the cornflour 
doesn't congeal 
at the bottom of 
the jar. 

I have a whole 
shelf of sauces 
at home, 
containing all these 
ingredients, but 
most of these can 
be sourced from any 
well-stocked supermarket or Asian grocery store. If you can't find Shaoxing wine, dry sherry can be used in a pinch, and if you 
don't want to use both light and dark soy sauce, feel free to use all dark soy sauce. 

• 1/2 cup oyster sauce
• 1/2 cup soy sauce (I use half dark, half light)
• 1/4 cup cornflour
• 1/4 cup Shaoxing wine
• 2 tbsp sesame oil
• 1 tbsp sugar
• 2-4 tsp white pepper (depending on how spicy you like your sauce)

Throw all the ingredients together in a jar and shake vigorously to combine. 

When ready to whip up a stir fry, grab some beef or chicken, some vegies (capsicum, snow peas, bok choy, etc) and some noodles 
or rice and cook away. Resist the urge to buy packaged stir-fry vegies from the frozen aisle. It seems tempting because of the time 
you may save, but fresh is always better. Don't worry, you won't be judged by sitting on the couch watching Netflix while you top-
and-tail snowpeas, as I do the same aaall the time. 

I usually use my sauce at a ratio of 1:2 sauce:water, so 3-4 tbsp of sauce and about 1/3 cup of water. Again, it depends on how 
rich you like your sauce, and how much liquid you like to drizzle over your rice. Play around to find your sweet spot.


